Heart Conditions

Learn about symptoms, causes and treatment of heart disease, a term describing a wide range of conditions that can
affect the heart.Heart Disease (Cardiovascular Disease, CVD) What are the signs and symptoms of heart
(cardiovascular) disease? Coronary artery (atherosclerotic) heart disease that affects the arteries to the
heart.Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a class of diseases that involve the heart or blood vessels. Cardiovascular disease
includes coronary artery diseases (CAD) .There are many different heart conditions and problems which are collectively
called heart disease, including coronary heart disease, angina.There are many types of heart disease. Here's where to get
quick facts on each one -- including warning signs and symptoms.Find out about heart conditions, how they're diagnosed
and what can be done about them.Heart disease due to atherosclerosis. A large proportion of cardiovascular disease is
due to atherosclerosis. In atherosclerosis the walls of your.Heart and blood vessel disease also called heart disease
includes numerous problems, many of which are related to a process called.Heart Disease in Women. Also known as.
Leer en espanol. Facebook icon; Linkedin icon; Twitter icon; Mail icon; Print icon. How Does Heart.Most of the time,
they are harmless and happen in healthy people free of heart disease. However, some abnormal heart rhythms can be
serious or even deadly.Hypertensive heart disease refers to heart conditions caused by high blood pressure. Possible
symptoms of acute hypertension include sweating and chills.Heart disease is a broad term that covers many heart-related
problems and conditions, from an abnormal heartbeat and birth defects to a.Heart disease affects the blood vessels and
the heart. A person with heart disease must change their lifestyle or risk potentially fatal complications.Thanks to more
education about healthy eating and advancements in treatment, fewer people die of heart disease than in the past. That
said.Heart disease, also called cardiovascular disease, mainly affects older people. Find out more in this article for
kids.Heart disease, or cardiovascular disease, encompasses a range of conditions. The root of heart disease is when that
blood flow is blocked.Structural heart disease is a defect or abnormality of the heart that is non- coronary, meaning that
it does not affect the blood vessels in the heart.
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